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0. INTRODUCTION 
The structure of the automorphism group of an afline algebraic group has 
been analyzed by Bore1 and Serre [ 11. Independently, Hochschild and Mostow 
[3] have given necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an 
algebraic group structure on the automorphism group. 
In this paper, we are concerned with obtaining precise information on the 
automorphism group of connected solvable or reductive atline algebraic 
groups over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. We shall show 
that such a group has a normal subgroup of finite index which is the direct 
product of an arithmetic group with an algebraic group. In particular, the 
automorphism group of a Bore1 subgroup of a connected reductive group is 
the semidirect product of a finite extension of an arithmetic group with the 
group of inner automorphisms. 
1. NOTATION 
Let X be an object in a category of groups. Aut(X) will denote the group of 
invertible morphisms from X to X. For a subset Y of X, Aut(X, Y) = 
{U E Aut(X)I U(Y) = Y}, Aut(X: Y) = {u E Aut(X)/ u(y) = y for each y 
in Y> and sr(Y) denotes the centralizer in X of Y. For each x, y E X, 
Int (x)(y) = xyx-1. If Y and 2 are subgroups of X, then X = Y >a Z means 
Y is normal and X is the semidirect product of Y with Z. 
Throughout, F is a fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. 
All the algebraic groups are defined over F. G, denotes the unipotent part of 
the algebraic group G. For a torus T, X(T) denotes the group of rational 
characters of T. For each o E Aut( T), X(o) d enotes the element of Aut(X( T)) 
given by X(O) = a 0 0. G” denotes the connected component of the identity 
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of the algebraic group G. Finally, the differential of a morphism p: G + H of 
affine algebraic groups is denoted by p’. 
2. SOLVABLE GROUPS 
Let G be a connected solvable a&e algebraic group. Then G, is a charac- 
teristic subgroup of G. We, therefore, have the canonical homomorphisms 
rr : Aut(G) --f Aut(G,) and ra : Aut(G) -+ Aut(G/G,). We shall denote the 
kernel of ra by Ka = K,(G). 
The adjoint action of G on the Lie algebra & of G, makes .,4? into a G- 
module. If A and B are G-submodules of ./4 such that A C B and B/A is a 
simple G-module then the action of G on B/A factors through G/Gu . Since 
G/Gu is abelian, B/A is a one-dimensional G/G,-module. Hence G/Gu 
acts by scalar multiplication on B/A, defining a character of G/GU . The set of 
characters of G/Gu thus obtained will be denoted by Y. 
If u is an element of Aut(G), one has Ye E Aut(G/G,) and X(Y,(U)-l E 
Aut(X(G/G,)). The map sending each u onto X(r,(u-l) is a group homo- 
mormphism Aut(G)+ Aut(X(G/G,)). The image of Aut(G) under this 
homomorphism stabilizes Y so that one has a group homomorphism of 
Aut(G) into the group S(Y) of permutations of Y. We shall denote the kernel 
of Aut(G) + S(Y) by M(G). 
Let T be a maximal torus in G. We have the decomposition G = G, x T. 
For x E G, write x = x,xr with x, E G, and xT E T. The canonical morphism 
IIl7: G ---f G/Gu restricts to an isomorphism 17, : T-t G/Gu . For each 
0 E Aut(G), we shall denote the element I;r,-r 0 Ye 0 I$ of Aut( T) simply by 
era and the resulting map by ~a. Finally, let K(G, T) = M(G) n Aut(G, T). 
When no confusion results, we shall also use K(G) and Kin place of K(G, T). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. K = (K n ker rr) x (Aut(G, T) n K2). The group 
Aut(G)/M(G) is isomorphic with the finite group Aut(G, T)/K and M(G) = 
(K n ker or) x K, . 
Proof. If u E K and t E T then u,(t) t-l acts trivially on A, and hence, 
centralizes G, . Let TO denote the largest central torus in G. It follows that 
K = {u E Aut(G, T)( t E T 3 us(t) t-l E TO}. For each u E K, define the 
maps a and b of G by 6(x) = x,u(xr) and 6(x) = u(xJ xT . It follows from the 
above characterization of K that 6 and S are automorphisms of G. Evidently, 
(T E K n ker rr , b E K n K, = Aut(G, T) n K, and u = 65. Therefore, 
we have K = (K n ker rr) x (Aut(G, T) n K,). 
Clearly, M(G) 3 Kz 1 Int(G) so that, by the conjugacy of maximal tori, 
Aut(G) == Int(G) Aut(G, T) = M(G) Aut(G, T). Therefore Aut(G)/M(G) = 
M(G) Aut(G, T)/M(G) ‘V Aut(G, T)/M(G) n Aut(G, T) = Aut(G, T)/K. 
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Furthermore, M(G) = (K n ker ri) K, and K n ker r1 n K, C 
Aut(G, T) n ker ri n K, = {I}. We are left to show K n ker r, is normalized 
byK,.Leto~Knkerr,and~~K,.Pute= cut-i.FortET, 
Moreover, [ restricts to an automorphism of the center of G, and hence, 
stabilizes TO . Since, in addition, 5 belongs to K, it must act trivially on T,, . 
Therefore O(t) = a,(t) so that 0 E K. Evidently 0 E ker r1 . Hence 0 E K n ker ri 
and the proposition is proved. 
Let A be the Hopf algebra of polynomial functions on G and suppose 
N is a subgroup of Aut(G). Following Hochschild and Mostow [3], we shall 
say G is N-conservative provided N acting on A via f t-+f 0 u (f E A, u EN) 
makes A into a locally finite N-module. Suppose G is N-conservative. Let 
d(N) be the fully stable Hopf algebra of F-valued functions on N generated 
by the functions T/f : N-F F given by (T/f)(u) = ~(fo a), T E A*, f s A, 
u E N, and let g(N) be the group of all algebra homomorphisms d(N) -+ F. 
Then (B(N), d(N)) is an affine algebraic group. Moreover, as in the proof 
of [3, Theorem 2.11, it is seen that 9(N) may be identified with a subgroup of 
Aut( G) containing N. 
Let Int, = r1 0 Int, T’ = Int,(T) and H denote the centralizer in Aut(G,) 
of T’. We have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. G is K,-conservative so that K, has a naturally defined 
afine algebraicgroup structure. Moreover, there is an exact sequence of morphisms: 
1 --a,(T), + G, >a H+ K, -+ 1. 
Proof. To the semidirect product decomposition G = G, >a T there 
corresponds the tensor product decomposition A = AT @ AC,, where 
AT(resp. AGu) denotes the left T-fixed (resp. G,-fixed) part of A. Now K2 
acts trivially on AC” and stabilizes A T. Moreover, AT is isomorphic with the 
Hopf algebra &(G,) of polynomial functions on G, via the restriction map. 
Thus, the action of K, on AT becomes the transpose of the action of r,(K,) 
on &(G,). Using the exponential map, it is clear that &‘(G,) is locally finite 
as an Aut(G,)-module. A fortiori, it is locally finite as an r,(Ka)-module. 
Therefore the action of K, of AT, and hence, on A is locally finite. Therefore 
G is Ka-conservative. Moreover, identifying as above, 9(N) = N. 
To construct the exact sequence, define G, >a H -% K, by ~(y, T)(X) = 
Y+u) xTY-1, (Y E Gu > 7 E H, x E G). It is clear that CJJ is a morphism of 
afline algebraic groups. To show it is surjective, let u E K2 . By the conjugacy 
of maximal tori, there is y E G, such that Int(y-l) 0 c E Aut(G, T). Then 
u(t)U = yty-It-l for all t E T. 
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Hence for each 
x E G, 44 = YWhJ YXT) Y-l. 
Put Q- = Int,(y-l) 0 u. It follows that 7 E H so that ~(y, T) = 0. Therefore, 
y is surjective. Finally, consider the homomorphism 5?“c(T)u -9 G, >a H 
given by 6(x) = (z-l, Intr(z)). Evidently, the sequence 
is exact. The proposition is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T,, be the largest central torus in G and choose a 
complementary torus Tl for T, in T so that T = T, x Tl . Then 
K(G) n ker r1 N Hom(T, , T,) x Aut(T,). 
Thus K(G) r\ ker rl is isomorphic with Zi’“rx”z x GL&?), Ki = dim Ti (i = 0, 1). 
Proof. V = Hom(T, , T,) is a finitely generated free abelian group. 
Let Aut(T,,) 2 Aut(V) be defined by q(u)(v) = u 0 w(u E Aut(T,,), v E V). 
Form the semidirect product V X, Aut( T,). Define V X, Aut( T,,) +Q Aut( T) 
by ~(v, u)(t) = u(t,,) v(tl) t, , where t = tot1 , t, E T, , t, E Tl , v E V, and 
o E Aut (T,). Evidently ~JI is an injective homomorphism whose image is 
fa(K(G) n ker ri). On the other hand, pa restricts to an isomorphism of 
K(G) n ker rl with r,(K(G) n ker rJ. Clearly V is isomorphic with the 
additive group of k, x k, matrices with coefficients in Z which is in turn 
isomorphic with Z .r h.xliz. Moreover Aut(T,) z GLI, (Z). I The proposition is 
proved. 
3. REDUCTIVE GROUPS 
Suppose G is a connected reductive affine algebraic group and B is a Bore1 
subgroup of G. We wish to determine the structure of Aut(B). Let T be a 
maximal torus of G contained in B and @ = @(T, G) be the set of roots of 
T in G. Then @(T, B) = @+. Let d be the fundamental set of roots contained 
in the set of positive roots @+. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Aut(B)/M(B) is isomorphic with the group Aut(X( T/T,), 
0). Moreover, K,(B) = Int(B). 
Proof. Identify X( T/T,) canonically with a subgroup of X(T). Let 
o E Aut(B, T). Since o stabilizes T,, , X(u,‘) stabilizes X(T/T,). Thus we can 
restrict X(u;‘) to X(T/T,) to obtain an element iJo) of Aut(X(T/T,,)). We 
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have seen c(o)(@+) = @+. It follows from the definitions that c(u)(O) = d. 
Hence 5 is a homomorphism of Aut(B, T) into Aut(X(T/T,)). Evidently 
K(B, 2’) = ker 5. To show 5 is surjective, suppose 0 is an element of 
Aut(X( T/ T,), 0). The group G/T,, is semisimple with the same root system as 
G. It follows from a result of Chevalley [I, Expose 24-031 that there is f in 
Aut (G/Z’,,) which induces 0 on the root system @. Since e(o) = d, f(B/ TO) = 
B/To . Moreover, B is isomorphic with B/T,, x T,, . Hence there is u E Aut(B) 
such that 0 IBIT, = f IBIT . Clearly c(u) = 8 so that 5 is surjective. This 
proves the first part. 
As for the second part, suppose u E Aut(B, T) n K,(B). Let ~8’ = 
c ae& J%?‘~ be the decomposition of the Lie algebra of B, into the sum of root 
spaces. Each &a is one-dimensional because G is reductive. Hence for each 
01 E 0 there is c, E Fx such that ul’(x) = CJ, for all x E JZ’~ , where ur = rl(u). 
Since the elements of 0 are linearly independent, there is an element t of T 
such that a(t) = c, for all 0: ~4. Then ar’ and Intr’(t) agree on each J%‘~ so 
that u1 = Int,(t). Therefore r,(Aut(B, T) n K,(B)) = Intl(T). On the 
other hand, r,(Aut(B, T) n K,(B)) is the group H of Proposition 2.2. Further- 
more, 3B(T)u is trivial because G is reductive. By that proposition K,(B) is 
isomorphic with B, >a Int,(T). In particular, K,(B) is connected, contains 
Int(B) and has the same dimension as Int(B). Hence K,(B) = Int(B) and the 
proof is complete. 
Let {ea 1 cz E @+} be a basis for &Y such that each e, is a basis for .JZm and 
for some integer niY,s # 0 
[e, 9ed = n,dk+p if cy, p and 01 fPE@‘. (1) 
Let Q = {u E Aut(B, T)j ur’(e,) = e,,,* -1 for all 01 E d). We have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Aut(B, T) = (Aut(B, T) n K,(B)) >a Q. 
Proof. Let u E Aut(B, T). For each 01 E @+, there exists c, EFX such that 
q’(e,) = c,eao,;l . BY U), 
C or+0 - hY.o~f,R.o+kJ v/3 if 01, /3 and a +pE@+. 
In particular, the intersection of Q with Aut(B, T) is trivial. Now, put 
bk> = eae,z -1 for all 01~4. Then 6,’ extends uniquely to a Lie algebra 
automorphism of J# such that 
%X+d = (~~oo2,~&h3) e=+B if a,&a+@E@+. 
Let 0, be the corresponding automorphism of B, . Then e(x) = 0r(x,)u-l(x,), 
(x E B) defines an element of Q. Evidently cr o 0 belongs to Aut(B, T) n K,(B). 
Therefore Aut(B, T) = (Aut(B, T) n K,(B))Q and the proposition is proved. 
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Let Ti (; = 0, 1) be as in Proposition 2.3. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Aut(B) = Int(B) >a Q. Furthermore, there is an exact 
sequence of homomorphisms: 
1 -+Hom(T,, TO) >a Aut(T,)-+Q-+Aut(X(T/T,),~)-+ 1. 
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.1 
and 3.2. For the second statement, it suffices to observe Q n K(B) = 
K(B) r\ ker rr and apply Propositions 2.3 and 3.1. 
Let D be the derived group of G. Then G = T,D, T,, n D is finite and D 
is semisimple. Moreover, D is a characteristic subgroup of G and the kernel 
of the restriction homomorphism Aut(G) -+ Aut(D) may be identified with 
Aut(TO : T,, n 0). Also the restriction map Aut(G, B) ---f Aut(B) is injective 
so that we may identify Aut(G, B) with a subgroup of Aut(B). After making 
these identifications, 
Aut( TO : T,, n D) C Aut(G, B) C Aut(B). 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M(G) = Int(G)(Aut(G, B) n M(B)). Then M(G) 
is a normal subgroup of Aut(G), M(G) = Int(G) x Aut(T,, : TO n D) and 
Aut(G)/M(G) is isomorphic with a subgroup of Aut(X(T/T,,), 0). 
Proof. We wish to show Aut(G, B) n K(B) (7 ker rr = Aut(T,, : T,, n D). 
One inclusion is clear. To prove the other, letf E Aut(G, B) n K(B) n ker r1 . 
Now B, = (B n D)O is a Bore1 subgroup of D and f (B,) = B, . Furthermore, 
f 1 B, belongs to K(B,) and fixes the elements of (B,), . Since D is semi- 
simple, the center of D is finite. Therefore, Proposition 2.3 implies f 1 B, is 
trivial. Hence f fixes the elementary of a Bore1 subgroup of D. It follows that f 
fixes the elements of D so that it belongs to Aut(T, : T,, n D). 
By the above equality, Aut(G, B) n M(B) = Int(B) x Aut(T, : TO n D). 
Hence M(G) = Int(G) x Aut(T, : To n 0). By the conjugacy of Bore1 
subgroups, Aut(G) = M(G) Aut(G, B) and IM(G) n Aut(G, B) = 
M(B) n Aut(G, B). Hence 
Aut(G/M(G)) N M(B) Aut(G, B)/M(G) c-+ Aut(B)/M(B). 
By Proposition 3.1, the proof is now complete. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose G is semisimple. Then every automorphism of B 
extends to a unique automorphism of G. 
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4. EXAMPLES 
Let B,(resp. U, , T,) denote the n x n upper triangular (resp. unipotent, 
diagonal) group overF. For 1 5 k 2 n - 1, put T,,, = {t E T, / t, = ... = 
t, = I> and B,,, = U,T,,,; . 
B, is a Bore1 subgroup of the reductive group G&(F) whose root 
system is of type A,_, . Hence Aut(B,)/M(B,) N Z/22 and M(B,) f: 
(Hnpl x Z/22) x Int(B,). 
To compute Aut(B,,J, let {&} be th e set of elementary matrices, I = 
{(i,j)l 1 5 i 5j 5 k) and II = ((i,j)j k + 1 5 i s j 2 n}. Put J&’ JZ’, = 
x:r FEij and .&Zn = En FEij. TnS, acts on JZrI as above, and hence, 
0 E K(B,.,:) implies there is an element b E T,,, such that a,‘(n) = &b-l 
for all n E Jn . For k + 1 2 i 2 12, put aa = t;’ (t E T,,,). Then J@=, = 
c IcK,< FElt . ul’ restricts to an automorphism of each J%‘~, . Hence there exists 
ai E G&(F) such that a,‘(y) = a,y for ally E Aa, . Put a = b,+,a,+, . Using 
the action of L&!,r on J&‘,, we see ai = b,‘a. Using the action of AI on .J&‘~~ we 
conclude a,‘(x) = axup for all x E &I . In particular, a normalizes 77, , and 
hence, belongs to B, . Therefore c = (z f) is an element of B, and +(x) = 
cxcp1 for all .r E U, . Now, B,,k is a normal subgroup of B, so that B, acts on 
B,,,. via inner automorphisms B, +Intc.k Aut(B,,J. Since c centralizes 
T,,, , we have shown Aut(B,,, , Tn,k) n K&B,,,) is contained in Int,,k(B,). 
It follows K,(B,) = Int&Bn). Moreover, K(B,,J n ker y1 is trivial. Hence 
M(B, ,J == Int,,,(B,). Clearly Aut(B,,, , T,,,) = K(B,,J if k = n - I or 
n - 2. Suppose 1 5 k ( n - 3. Let u E Aut(B,,, , Tn,J - K(B,J. For each 
(i, j) E II, put CxJt) = tit;? It follows as in the case of Aut(B,) that 
X(G')("ii) = an-tk-&l.n+li-ii1 . View u as the permutation of the indices of 
{Ae,}. Using 01~ + olii = 01~ we conclude u(j) = n + k - i + 1 and u(i) = 
n + k - j + 1. This is absurd because n 2 k + 3. Thus in every case 
Aut(B,,, , T,,,) = K(B,,J. Therefore Aut(B,,,) = Int&B,). 
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